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Fracture in Weldedd Steel Mom
ment Resistting Framess (WSMFs) has been a major concern of
ke, after whiich brittle
professioonal and reseearch commuunities since the M 6.7 19994 Northriddge earthquak
fracturess were disccovered in several
s
SMR
RFs in the Los Angelles region (e.g.,
(
Mahinn, 1998).
Subsequuently, coordiinated researrch efforts (ee.g. the SAC Steel Projecct, Kaufman & Fisher, 19995; SAC
96-01, 1996) includiing experimeental and anaalytical studiies determined that the thhese fracturees were a
w poor detailing practtice which inntroduced
result off low toughnness materialls used in coombination with
sharp flaaws into high
hly stressed regions.
r
A laarge majorityy of these fracctures were discovered
d
inn Welded
Beam too Column (W
WBC) conneections, whicch are located in the arrea of high inelastic
i
defformation
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t plastic hinge
h
region of the beam
ms). As a ressult, fracturee mitigation in WBC
connectiions has beenn the focus of intensive study, culm
minating in more
m
stringennt guideliness for new
construcction (e.g., AISC
A
341-10; AISC 2010), as well as guidelines for
f retrofit (e.g., FEMA 354:
3
SAC
Joint Veenture, 2000)). These guiddelines have impacted thee design of other
o
seismicc WSMF connnections
as well (e.g. Weldeed Column Splice
S
– WC
CS, and basee plate conn
nections). Ho
owever, the research
o these otheer connections has beenn relatively modest,
m
in comparison
c
attentionn afforded to
to WBC
connectiions.
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The study presented in this paper focuses on Welded Column Splice (WCS) connections, which
are commonly used in WSMFs owing to length/transportation constraints or downsizing of the
columns in higher stories of the structure. Figure 1 illustrates a pre-Northridge WCS connection and
its function within a MRF structure subjected to dynamic excitation. The pre-Northridge connections
used Partial Joint Penetration (PJP) welds, with weld penetration in the range of 40-60% of the smaller
connected flange. Previous experimental studies by Bruneau and Mahin (1991) and fracture mechanics
Finite Element (FE) simulation studies (Nuttayasakul, 2000) suggest that (1) WCS connections
(especially those with PJP welds such as shown in Figure 1) are susceptible to fracture due to the
presence of the crack-like flaw in the unfused region of the flange weld, and (2) the connections may
be considered “force controlled” (Shen et al., 2010), such that their fracture is controlled by the tensile
stress in the flange. The singular study investigating demands in column splices was conducted by
Shen et al., (2010). Shaw et al., (2014) subsequently adapted the findings of the Shen et al., (2010)
study to develop a loading protocol for experiments on WCS connections. The focus of this study is
similar to the Shen et al., (2010) study, i.e. it seeks to provide a characterization of demands in the
splices. However, the distinguishing the current study aims (1) to develop a rigorous, probabilistic
assessment of seismic demand (expressed in terms of local flange stress) in the WCS flanges, within
the established framework for Performance-Based Earthquake Engineering (or PBEE, e.g., Cornell
and Krawinkler, 2000; Deierlein et al., 2003; among others), and (2) to evaluate the estimated
demands in the context of splice capacities implied by experimental and computational fracture
mechanics research (Shaw et al., 2014; Stillmaker et al., 2014), resulting in the development of
fracture fragilities for various WCS configurations.
Column
flange
Upper
Column

Shaking
moment frame

Weld

PJP detail

Sharp crack

Lower
Column

Figure 1. The problem of fracture in pre-Northridge column splices

In the context of WCS connections, probabilistic seismic demand hazard is particularly useful,
since commonly used indicators of seismic intensity, such as the (pseudo) spectral acceleration at or
near the fundamental period of the structure and for a damping ratio of 5%, S a T1  may not be
effective predictors of forces in these components, as also shown for braced frame connections
(Victorsson et al., 2011). Despite the additional effort to perform seismic response analyses at multiple
intensity-levels, the probabilistic assessment conducted in this study rigorously may resolve this, by
convolving the uncertainty in the estimates of expected seismic intensity, along with the uncertainty in
structural response conditional on this intensity, resulting in improved and robust estimates of local
stress hazard. More in general, the seismic demand hazard is a more robust measure for quantifying
seismic performance, where seismic hazard is represented in a probabilistic format where all ground
motion intensity values in its domain can occur (although obviously some with a greater likelihood
than others), than intensity-based assessment, which remain prevalent in seismic design codes
(Bradley, 2013).
Per points (2) and (3), the current study also benefits from recent experimental and
computational work by Shaw et al., (2014) and Stillmaker et al. (2014), which has resulted in methods
to characterize the strength capacity of splices and to account for the different sources of uncertainty
involved in such a capacity model. The implication is that the probabilistic demand assessments (as
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outlined above) are not merely academic, but provide the opportunity for realistic characterization of
component fragilities with the ultimate objective of providing guidelines for design and retrofit.

Probabilistic seismic demand analysis
Referring to prior discussion, the demand assessment for the WCS connections is carried out by
probabilistic seismic demand analysis (PSDA; e.g., Shome, 1999). PSDA is an approach within the
overall framework of PBEE, for computing the mean annual frequency (or annual probability) of
exceeding a specified seismic demand, or Engineering Demand Parameter - EDP (such as a force,
stress, or displacement), for a given structure (or a structural component) at a designated site.
Analogous to a ground motion hazard curve computed by Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis
(PSHA; e.g., McGuire 2004), the principal result of PSDA is a structural demand hazard curve for
multiple levels of seismic response (i.e., from elastic to collapse behavior).This is especially useful for
multi-objective structural performance evaluation. In short, PSDA combines a ground motion hazard
curve in terms of an Intensity Measure - IM (e.g., spectral acceleration) for the designated site,
typically computed via PSHA, with the demand results from nonlinear dynamic analysis (NLDA for
short) of the given structure under a suite of earthquake ground motion records, accounting for the
Record-To-Record (RTR) variability. The approach is an application of the "total probability
theorem", which is also at the foundation of PSHA. PSDA is expressed mathematically in Eq. (1)
(e.g., Cornell & Krawinkler 2000).

 EDP  y    GEDP|IM  y | x  d IM x 

(1)

The mean annual frequency (MAF for short) of EDP exceeding the value y, or the EDP hazard, is
denoted EDP  y  ; likewise, IM x  is the ground motion hazard in terms of IM (evaluated at x), and
dIM x  denotes its differential with respect to IM (also evaluated at x). In simplistic terms, dIM x 
is the (annual) probability of observing a particular ground motion intensity. The term GEDP|IM  y | x 
which is customarily estimated using NLDA results for a suite of earthquake records, denotes the
probability of EDP exceeding the value y given (i.e., conditioned on knowing) that IM equals x, i.e., s
the Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) of EDP|IM. G EDP|IM  y | x  accounts
for the variability of structural demand given the level of ground motion intensity, which is due to
differences among ground motions. A structural demand hazard curve computed via Eq. (1) can be
used in a performance-based design or evaluation, for example, to make decisions about the adequacy
of a structural design or the need to retrofit an existing structure. Yet another notable application of
PSDA is structure-specific expected-loss estimation, which can be accomplished by combining a
demand hazard curve with demand-to-damage and damage-to-cost relationships.
The framework equation of PSDA, adapted to the specific situation of WCS connections and
converting the integral into a discrete summation (for numerical calculation), is given in Eq. (2)
below:

 D  y    P D y | S a  xi Sa xi 

(2)

all xi

The assumed EDP is the estimated stress in each tension flange based on sectional analysis,  D
, while S a T1  , simply S a hereafter, is the assumed IM. Similarly to Eq. (1), in Eq. (2)  D z  is the
annual frequency of exceeding a given  D value y, S a xi  is the annual frequency of exceedance of

a given S a value xi, i.e., the ground motion hazard curve, and  S a  xi    S a xi    Sa xi 1  is
approximately the annual frequency of

S a  xi . The final element of this equation is
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P D z | S a  xi  , analogous to G EDP|IM  y | x  , i.e., the probability of exceeding a specified  D level,
given a level of S a . T
As per current design provisions (i.e. AISC 341; AISC, 2010), WCS connections in IMFs and
SMFs are prescriptively designed to have CJP welds with overmatched filler materials, thereby forcing
yielding in the column flange. The implication is that they need not be explicitly designed for a given
stress or force. However, as discussed earlier, recent research by Shaw et al. (2014) suggests the
possibility of PJP welded splices, which are not (by default) stronger than the attached column flanges,
implying that design thresholds must be explicitly articulated. For example, the design stress value,
 design , corresponding to a suitable MAF of exceedance may be determined from the results of Eq. (2).
In contrast to arbitrary design thresholds (such as requiring the splice to yield the smaller column), this
approach ensures a consistent level of hazard (i.e., probability of exceedance associated with  design )
across all splice configurations. For example, as shown by Shen et al., (2010) and subsequently by
Shaw et al., (2014), WCS flange stresses in low-rise (4-story) buildings are fairly low (< 50% of
yield), even under extreme (i.e. 2/50, 2% probability of exceedance in 50 years) levels of shaking;
perhaps it is excessively stringent to require WCS connections in these buildings to develop yielding
in the smaller column.
The results of PSDA (i.e.,  D  y  ) can be used to compute the MAF of exceeding a specified
limit state, often referred to as an "annual limit-state frequency" (e.g., Luco, 2002). The term limit
state refers to any undesired condition, which may lead to some unacceptable situation, e.g., the
fracture limit state for a given splice or splice flange. Similar to  D  y  , this type of information may
be used to make informed judgments about appropriate design loads and retrofit approaches,
especially for existing buildings/WCS connections. However, the preliminary investigation discussed
in this paper simply focuses on the estimation of the conditional probability of exceeding the fracture
threshold (i.e., the structural capacity) for a given value of IM. This quantity is known as structural
fragility and its computation requires in general the characterization of a random valued capacity with
the same units as EDP (i.e., flange stress). Probabilistic estimation of structural capacity is not within
the scope of this paper; therefore, fragility is simply defined here by deterministic values the stress
capacity,  C , derived from the work of Stillmaker et al., (2014). These capacity values, which are
specific to each splice configuration (i.e. flange sizes, weld penetration) are based, on a series of fullscale experiments on column splices (Shaw et al., 2014), as well as a set of fracture mechanics FE
simulations, coupled with a plain Monte Carlo simulation, to incorporate randomness in material
toughness, constitutive response and model-fitting. This allows the integration of results from hifidelity fracture mechanics modeling and experiments with the PBEE framework to provide
meaningful (and realistic) estimates of component fragility.
The next two sections in this paper roughly follow the modular structure of the framework
Equation, one describes the NLDA simulations (including the building models and ground motions),
while another describes the fragility calculation and capacity model.

NONLINEAR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS SIMULATIONS
The first step in assessing fracture fragility by using the PBEE approach described above is the
estimation of the probability distribution of structural response at a given IM level, i.e., GEDP|IM  y | x 

in Eq. (1) and P D y | S a  xi  in Eq. (2). This conditional probability can be predicted through
alternative nonlinear-dynamic analysis procedures (Jalayer and Cornell, 2009). In particular, seismic
demand for the case-study building is evaluated here through incremental dynamic analysis (IDA;
Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 2002). In IDA, the building analytical model is subjected to a selected
ground motion set while tracking the response of the structure, particularly the flange tensile stress,
 D . Each input ground motion is scaled to increasing levels of intensity until collapse occurs, as
indicated by runway interstory drifts. In this study the ground motion intensity is scaled by S a
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(selectedd IM); scalin
ng ground motion
m
record
ds to increasing S a leveels allows us to simulate building
responsee to severe grround motionns for which there are a limited
l
numbber of recorddings.

Buildin
ng Models
A generiic 4-story fraame (from a larger set off three generric frames wiith 4-, 9- andd 20- story) is
i used in
this studdy. This struccture is identtical to the fiirst frame useed by Shen et
e al., (2010)), and is adappted from
the SAC
C model build
dings (Guptaa and Krawin
nkler, 1999), with the onlly differencee that the 3-sttory SAC
model buuilding was replaced
r
by a 4-story buiilding to accoommodate thhe splice (whhich is uncom
mmon for
shorter buildings).
b
T frame has
The
h fundameental periodds of 0.93s. The frame was assum
med to be
construccted for a giiven seismiccity (and typ
pical gravityy loading) consistent wiith the Los Angeles,
Californnia region, assuming
a
firrm soil connditions (i.e., NEHRP - National Earthquake Hazards
b
designs can be found in
Reductioon Program - site categoory D). More details reggarding the building
Shaw (22013). Figuree 2 shows thhe building used
u
for the NTH simulaations in thiss study, incluuding the
locationss of the spliices (locatedd 4 feet from
m the top suurface of thee beam in th
he lower stoory). The
interior splices connnect W14X
X342 sectionns to W14X
X426, whereeas the exteerior splices connect
W14X2557 to W14X3342.

Figuure 2. Schemaatic illustration
n of 4-Story SMRF (arrow indicates
i
splicce locations)

Thhe simulatioons were connducted by means
m
of thhe Open Sysstem for Earrthquake Enggineering
Simulatiion (OpenSeees, http://oppensees.berkkeley.edu/inddex.php/) software whicch is able to
t model
several physical
p
aspeects of structural response. The speciffic modeling
g consideratioons includedd:

Thhe use of fib
ber sections for simulatio
on of the beeams and collumns to rep
present axiall-moment
innteraction andd the spread of plasticity. The fiber seections utilizzed a bilinearr steel materiial model
with kinematic hardening.. Material paarameters weere calibratedd to match a comprehennsive data
h
response compiled previously by
b Lignos et al., (2011). The calibrateed values
seet of plastic hinge
off the moduluus of elasticcity of steel, E, is equall to 29,000 ksi while thhe yield stress, Fy, is
asssumed equaal to 55 ksi too account foor material overstrength with
w respectt to specifiedd strength
annd the post-yyield (i.e. hardening) sloppe is assumedd equal to 1.77% of the iniitial elastic modulus.
m

Fiinite joint sizzes were moddeled. This iss especially important
i
sin
nce flexural demands at the
t splice
arre sensitive to
o its distancee from the en
nd of the coluumn (at the beam
b
face).

Geometric nonnlinearity, i.ee. ܲ−ߜ and ܲ−Δ
ܲ effects were
w modeledd.
A simulationss. While thee interstory drift and
Seeveral EDP were monittored during the NLDA
inelastic rotations aree of interest for many strructural systeems, the timee histories off longitudinall stress at
s
(specifically in thhe flange regiions) are dettermined to be
b the most critical
c
in
the locattions of the splices
the conteext of this stuudy and usedd in the fractture risk anallysis discusseed above. In particular, since both
bending and axial foorce (due to overturning effects) conntribute to thhe longitudinnal stress, eacch flange
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within each splice is subjected to a different stress history. Recognizing this, the time history of the
longitudinal stresses at the extreme fiber of the splices (in the smaller connected column) was
monitored for each flange within each splice, for each of the NLDA runs.

Ground Motions
This study utilizes a set of 35 ordinary ground motions from the Pacific Earthquake Engineering
Research (PEER) database (http://peer.berkeley.edu/peer_ground_motion_database). In particular, the
set used in this study is based on the FEMA P695 (ATC, 2009) far-field ground motion set, which
includes 22 record pair, each with two horizontal components for a total of 44 ground motions. As the
wavelet classification algorithm by Baker (2007) showed that nine of these ground motion records
have pulses in the velocity history (Champion and Liel, 2012), these pulse-like record were then
removed from the far-field database since investigating the effect of near-fault directivity on seismic
demand is outside the scope of this study.

Figure 3. IDA results for 4-story building and thei summarization into 16, 50, 84% fractile IDA curves: interior
splices
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Results of NLDA
As an example, Figure 3 shows IDA results for the 4-story building subject to the suite of ground
motions described above; only results for the interior splices are shows in the Figure 3 for brevity but
similar trends were observed for the exterior splices. IDA results are presented as  D values versus
S a for each record (grey circles) and can be further summarized into the 16, 50 (i.e., the median), 84%
fractile IDA curves by estimating the respective percentile values given the range of Sa values (refer
to the legend). In particular, multiple stripes of data are shown in Figure 3 using the suite of 35 ground
motions scaled to 25 spectral acceleration levels between 0.1g and 2.5g (step 0.1g), i.e., a total of 875
runs was carried out. It is interesting noting that the IDA curves saturate rapidly as the intensity
measure increases, suggesting that yielding in the structure (i.e. in the ductile beams) limits the
maximum stress in the splices. Also shown on the curves, via dashed horizontal lines, are the
anticipated critical or failure stresses (i.e., the capacity),  C ; these have been determined through
fracture mechanics analysis and form the focus of a subsequent section.
To estimate the conditional distribution of  D for a given S a value from this data, one can
estimate the sample mean and standard deviation of the responses first (e.g., Baker, 2005) and use
these values to fit a distribution (method of moments). For example, a common assumption is to fit a
normal distribution to lnEDP values, i.e., assuming a lognormal model for the conditional distribution
of  D| S a . It is apparent visually that the standard deviation of lnEDP is not constant over the range of
IM considered here. Similarly, it can also be shown that the mean value of lnEDP is not a linear
function of lnIM (as usually assumed for example in the cloud method; Jalayer and Cornell, 2009).
Alternatively, one can simply fit an empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) to
represent the data distribution, i.e., the probability of exceeding an EDP level y is estimated by simply
counting the fraction of records that cause a response larger than y. This latter method has the
desirable property that that no assumptions are made regarding distributions or functional
relationships between EDP and IM—the data provides all of the information. The eliminated
assumptions have a cost, however: more data are typically needed to characterize well the conditional
distributions. In addition, empirical distributions have can have difficulties estimating extreme values.
For example, an empirical distribution estimates zero probability of exceeding the largest response
value observed, while we might expect larger values to in fact be possible (Baker, 2005).
Results from IDA will be used to derive fragility curves (next section), defining the probability
of fracture as a function of the spectral intensity.

FRAGILITY ANALYSIS
In PBEE assessment, a fragility function generally specifies the probability of collapse, or some
other limit state of interest, of a structure (or a structural/nonstructural component) as a function of
some ground motion intensity measure, IM (Baker, 2014). The parameter IM is often quantified by
spectral acceleration with a specified period and damping (as in this study), though any measure of
ground motion intensity can be used. Fragility functions obtained from structural analysis results are
increasingly popular in structural assessment procedures; as discussed in the introduction, an estimated
fragility function can also be combined with a ground motion hazard curve to compute the mean
annual limit-state frequency.
Once the seismic demand (and its statistics) has been characterized from NLDA results, as
described in the previous section, it is possible to compute the fracture fragility for a given
splice/splice flange. In the case of a deterministic value for  C , as in this study, one can assume a
lognormal distribution for  D | S a and assuming  C independent of S a - these are common
assumptions that have been confirmed as reasonable in many past studies. The structural fragility can
then be calculated as in Eq. (3):
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 ln  C   ln S a  
P D   C | S a   1   

 S a 



(3)

where  is the standardized Gaussian CDF,  and  are conditional median and standard
deviation (dispersion) of the natural logarithm of  D given S a and can be computed from the IDA
results as discussed in the previous section. It is worth noting that one should also account for records
that cause collapse of the structure, for example by first estimating the probability of collapse as the
fraction of records in a stripe that cause collapse, and then fitting a parametric (e.g., lognormal)
distribution only to the remaining records that do not collapse. However, this issue has not been
addressed in the preliminary investigation discussed here.
As an example, the fragility calculation is graphically illustrated in Figure 4 for the top flange of
splice no. 2. The figures shows the fitted lognormal Probability Density Functons (PDFs) of the
demand (black solid lines), based on the IDA results (grey circles), for four S a levels equal to 0.5g ,
1g , 2g and 2.5g. By definition of PDF, the probability P D   C | S a  for each of the four S a levels,
is given by the yellow area below those PDFs from the deterministic capacity  C value (equal to
15.442 ksi for interior splices; next sub-section for details) to infinity. The values of this area range
from 0.0278 (when S a = 0.5g) to 0.9841 (when S a = 2.5g), as expected by visually inspecting Figure
4.
If  C is a random variable, the probability term P D   C | S a  in Eq. (3) can be derived as
(Pinto et al., 2004), Eq. (4):






P  D   C | S a   1  F D |sa x  f  C x dx

(4)
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Figure 4. Example of fragility calculation; splice no. 2 - top flange

F D |sa is the CDF of  D given S a , assumed lognormal as in the case of deterministic capacity
and with parameters derived from the IDA results for each intensity level. The CDF (and the
corresponding PDF) of  C , f C , may be parameterized in terms of their moments, such as the mean
and coefficient of variation, and associated to a given distribution model. In turn, these may be derived
from experimental data and fracture mechanics analysis. The derivation of these is outside the scope of
this paper (for details, refer Stillmaker et al., 2014). However, the basic process is briefly described
here for context and completeness.
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Capacity characterization
A criterion for splice fracture may be derived from fracture mechanics (Anderson, 1995), which
requires that, for fracture to occur, the fracture toughness demand must exceed the corresponding
fracture toughness capacity. A relationship between the applied stress and the local fracture toughness
demand (such as the stress-intensity factor K I may be established by fitting functional forms
(outlined by Rooke and Cartwright, 1976; Kumar et al., 1981) to data from parametric FE simulations.
Such FE simulations have been conducted by Stillmaker et al., (2014). The capacity, on the other
hand, may be correlated with the Charpy V-Notch (CVN) toughness value (Barsom and Rolfe, 1999),
or determined from a review of literature (Nuttayasakul, 2000). The resulting failure criterion (Eq. (3)
and Eq. (4)), may be expressed in the generic form shown below, i.e. –

a
w




bottom
 D  C  C  , t top
flange , t flange , CVN 

(5)

a
bottom
, t top
flange , and t flange are respectively the ratio of flaw dimension to flange width, and the
w
thickness of the flanges in the top and bottom columns. The right hand side of Eq. (5), i.e.,  C , may
be interpreted as the “available” stress capacity of the flange, given the material toughness, crack
length, and other geometric characteristics. The following relationship (based on FE simulations and
fracture mechanics analysis by Stillmaker et al., 2014) may be used for the determination of  C –

where

a
w




bottom
 C  C  , t top
flange , t flange , n, CVN  

a
  a f  
 w

K IC
top
 t flange  
g  bottom   h
 t flange  



a

w

 t top
flange
j  bottom
 t flange







(6)

In Eq. (6):
2

a
a
a
f    4.3   0.25   1.12
 w
 w
 w

 t top
flange
g  bottom
 t flange


(7)

2


 t top

 t top

  6.14 flange  1  0.92 flange  1  1
bottom
bottom

 t flange

 t flange







(8)

2

a
2 a 
2 a 
2
h   0.003K IC     0.0021K IC     0.0003K IC   1
 w
 w
 w

 t top
flange
j  bottom
 t flange



 t top
  0.004K IC 2  flange

 t bottom

 flange

2


 t top
  0.063K IC  flange

 t bottom

 flange

2


 t top
  2.75 flange

 t bottom

 flange

(9)

 1



(10)

The derivation of the above formulas is beyond the scope of this paper. However, it suffices to
say that rigorous and well-established methods for fracture mechanics simulations, as well as
parametric fitting (refer Anderson, 1995) have been employed to derive them. Moreover, these have
been validated against component-scale experimental data by Shaw et al., (2014). Thus, given the
values of all the parameters on the right hand side (including columns geometry), an estimate of the
available stress capacity for a given splice detail may be computed. In particular, a review of
contemporaneous literature (Nuttayasakul, 2000) was used to establish the toughness values; a value
of K I  70 ksi in was selected. This results in  C 15.4 ksi and  C 20.5 ksi for interior and
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exterior splices respectively, as anticipated in the previous sections. Once determined, these values
provide a basis for assessment of the demands characterized in the previous section, and ultimately for
the assessment of fracture probabilities of the splices. This is now discussed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Combining all the results discussed above, i.e., the probabilistic characterization of the stress
demands in each splice flange (from IDA results) and the capacity values for interior and exterior
splices derived in the previous section, one can use Eq. (4) to compute the fracture fragility for each
splice flange, i.e., P D   C | S a  for each S a value between 0.1g and 2.5g, eventually interpolating
for intermediate values of interest. This results in the fragility curves shown in Figure 5, where the left
panel refers to exterior splices and the right panel to interior splices. Since exterior and interior splices
are characterized by similar values of the stress demand (i.e., similar distributions for  D | S a ), the
difference in their capacities results in high fracture vulnerability for the interior splices, i.e. those
characterized by a lower value of  C .
For instance, a probabilistic performance objective can be expressed - in terms of these fragility
curves - by ensuring that the probability of structural demand reaching or exceeding structural capacity
is smaller than or equal to a tolerable probability, P0.

Figure 5. Fracture fragility curves for exterior splices (left) and interior splices (right)

Consider for example the results of seismic hazard analysis for Los Angeles, California (Lat:
34.0537; Lon: -118.2427) in Table 1. The value in Table 1 have been derived by using the Hazard
Curve Application at http://geohazards.usgs.gov/hazardtool/. This web application provides access to
hazard curves generated for the 2008 National Seismic Hazard Mapping Project (NSHMP) for the
conterminous US. In particular, Table 1 shows hazard results in terms of S a 1.0s  (being the actual
period of the case-study structure equal to 0.93s) for different probabilities of exceedance (in 50 yrs)
and different NEHRP site classes (the Vs30 value for each class is also provided in the Table).
Table 1. Seismic hazard results in terms of S a 1.0s  for Los Angeles, California (Lat: 34.0537; Lon: 118.2427).
% in 50 yrs
2.0
5.0
10.0
20.0

B
(1150 m/s)
0.48
0.33
0.26
0.16

BC
(760 m/s)
0.68
0.49
0.39
0.25

C
(537 m/s)
0.87
0.62
0.42
0.31

CD
(360 m/s)
1.14
0.78
0.58
0.38

D
(259 m/s)
1.21
0.91
0.67
0.47

DE
(180 m/s)
1.20
0.92
0.73
0.53
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It is easy noting, by combining Figure 5 and Table 1, that the interior splices are particularly
vulnerable to fracture, with values of P D   C | S a  in the range 40-50% for high return periods and
stiff and soft soils. The value of P D   C | S a  are much lower in the case of exterior splices and
generally within (or around) 20% but these values may still be unacceptable in practice. This indicates
that splices in pre-Northridge frames may be highly susceptible to fracture, emphasizing the urgent
need for their retrofitting by means of effective guidelines. The information provided by this type of
fragility curves may be used to make informed judgments about appropriate retrofit approaches.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented preliminary results of a larger and more ambitious investigation aiming at
probabilistic demand assessment in steel column splices to gain implications for design of new
structures and retrofit of existing structures. For this purpose, a case-study existing 4-story frame
building typical of Los Angeles, California region has been considered. The main objectives of this
paper were (1) to develop a rigorous probabilistic assessment of seismic demand (expressed in terms
of local flange stress) in the WCS flanges, within the established framework for Performance-Based
Earthquake Engineering and (2) to evaluate the estimated demand in the context of splice capacities
implied by experimental and computational fracture mechanics research, resulting in the development
of fracture fragilities for various WCS configurations. Results of this investigation indicate that splices
in pre-Northridge frames may be highly susceptible to fracture, emphasizing the urgent need for their
retrofitting by means of effective guidelines.
Ongoing studies in this area are focused on the following problems (1) further development of hazardconsistent demands for splices in SMRF structures, and their sensitivity to various factors such as
building height, splice location, column material properties, and other factors, and (2) development of
design methods for flaw-tolerant splices which may utilize tougher materials than the ones used preNorthridge. These design methods will leverage the fracture mechanics simulations used for this
study, along with the PSDA to develop approaches that result in reliable and economical WCS
connections. Studies by Shaw et al. (2014) have already made significant progress towards acceptance
of these flaw-tolerant splices.
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